“What hiring managers find appealing in a potential candidate?”
“Acquiring the right talent is the most important key to growth. Hiring was- and still is- the most
important thing we do.”
Marc Benioff, Founder, Chairman, and Co-CEO of Salesforce
Hiring managers and human resources departments frequently get many resumes or applications
for each position they have posted and those candidates who do not have the important abilities to
play out the work as illustrated in the work posting rapidly discover their way to the round record.
In the interview procedure, face-to-face interviews are by and large held for the top candidates. If
the hiring managers confronted with a few similarly qualified experts, hiring managers search for
the possession of specific characteristics to help them make a choice. These characteristics go past
the intelligence and relational abilities of an individual. A manager wants a candidate who should
be friendly, engaging and a pleasure to have around. If a candidate has adaptable and flexible
behavior that will be preferred by employers because the individuals who are stuck in their working
ways will, in general, be harder to work with than the individuals who can accept circumstances
for what they are. Or then again maybe somebody who can go through certain days behind their
work area and different days in the field, similarly beneficial in the two conditions. They are
searching for employees who can inspire themselves, sort out what should be done, and afterward
do it. Managers are searching for individuals who can team up well with others, not act like a prima
donna and there is no "I" in "TEAM." Employers need to enlist experts who will be there to do the
work each day. They would not prefer somebody who will utilize the entirety of their days off,
request get-away time during the bustling season, or misuse an adaptable timetable.

